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Britain’s ugly phone-hacking scandal has taken a shocking
twist with the racy tabloid News of the World to fold.

Rupert Murdoch's News International stunned Britain today by
announcing the best-selling tabloid would be published for the
last time on Sunday.

The decision follows an extraordinary three days of revelations
about intrusive phone hacking and alleged pay-offs to police
from the newspaper.

Britain was outraged when it was claimed News of the World hacked into the
voicemail of abducted 13-year-old Milly Dowler.

The 168-year-old tabloid is renowned for using dubious, and
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Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation will close its tabloid News of the World as a
result of an escalating phone hacking scandal.
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sometimes illegal, techniques to titillate its readers with stories
about the personal lives of celebrities and politicians.

However, the newspaper crossed the line in the eyes of the
public when it was revealed this week that it had tapped into
the phone messages of murdered schoolgirl Milly Dowler and
relatives of slain soldiers and 2005 London bombing victims.

Mr Murdoch's son, James Murdoch, who heads the European
operations for News International, said the newspaper would
publish its final edition without ads and with money raised from
sales going to charity.

Under fire ... News International chairman James Murdoch. Photo: Reuters

The decision to shut down the newspaper followed the
majority of the newspaper's advertisers pulling their business
in protest at the privacy intrusions.

News International said shutting down the News of the World
would cost about 200 tabloid jobs with journalists and
production staff in tears following the announcement.

Some have suggested the move has been orchestrated by
Rupert Murdoch to bolster his company's chances of being
able to fully takeover broadcaster BSkyB.

The decision to scrap the newspaper came only hours after
David Cameron's government decided to put off until
September a decision on whether to allow Mr Murdoch to
purchase the rest of pay-TV giant BSkyB, the deal estimated
at around £12 billion ($18.02 billion).

News International spokeswoman Daisy Dunlop hardly killed
off rumours that the paper would re-emerge as a Sunday
edition of The Sun, the tabloid published from Monday to
Saturday.

"It’s not true at the moment,’’ she said.

But thesunonsunday.co.uk and the Thesunonsunday.com
domain names were reportedly registered two days ago.

The job losses sparked scenes of anger at the paper’s
headquarters, largely directed at News International chief
executive Rebekah Brooks.

She was the editor in charge when phone-tapping practices
were used but has somehow been spared the knife.

The stench from the story has major implications for Mr
Cameron.
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Mr Cameron is a close friend of Ms Brooks and employed
former News of the World editor Andy Coulson as a spin
doctor last year.

Coulson was in charge at the newspaper when royal editor
Clive Goodman and private investigator Glenn Mulcaire were
jailed for phone hacking.

Coulson quit as editor in the wake of the controversy and
stepped down from his Downing Street role in January, two
months after being interviewed by police as the scandal
resurfaced.

The Guardian reports today that Coulson is expected to be
arrested tomorrow.

Mr Cameron's office said it had no role or involvement in the
decision to close the News of the World and that no pressure
was applied to News International or James Murdoch.

"What matters is that all wrongdoing is exposed and those
responsible for these appalling acts are brought to justice," a
statement from Downing Street said.

"As the Prime Minister has made clear, he is committed to
establishing rigorous public inquiries to make sure this never
happens in our country again."

Opposition leader Ed Miliband called for Ms Brooks' head.

"The one person that now seems to be staying in her job is the
chief executive of News International, Rebekah Brooks, who
was editor at the time that Milly Dowler's phone was hacked,"
he said.

"I don't think News International can hope to move on and
deal with these issues while she remains in her post.

"I hope the Prime Minister starts speaking out on these issues,
instead of hiding away."

Police are now examining 4000 names of people who may
have been targeted by the paper.

The closure was viewed as a cynical commercial decision by
the father of a July 7 victim.

Graham Foulkes, whose 22-year-old son David was one of
the 52 people killed in 2005, was among those warned by a
senior detective that they featured on a list of potential hacking
victims.

He said the decision to close the newspaper was a
"particularly nasty piece of work by a nasty man".

"As I've learned more about it, it looks more and more like a
commercial decision he has made, a cynical decision," he
said.

The News of the World, which sells close to three million
copies a week, has admitted it hacked into the mobile phone
voice mails of politicians, celebrities and royal aides.

James Murdoch said if the allegations were true, "it was
inhuman and has no place in our company".

"Wrongdoers turned a good newsroom bad," he said, "and this
was not fully understood or adequately pursued."
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What - change the name and carry on as before? I suppose the sheeple might
buy that as its easier for the pollies to sell to them. They need to be hit where
it hurts - no BSkyB deal.

Cynical | Melbourne - July 08, 2011, 7:06AM

I believe it had the largest circulation of any english speaking (written)
newspaper.

I am a little,hat is only a very little, ashamed to say I won't miss it.

Timon | Athens - July 08, 2011, 7:27AM

News of the World to close...

"They are made humbly and out of respect. I am convinced they are the right
thing to do."

The DISTRESS caused ?? Let's not pussy foot around on this one, people.

What the News of the World as a Corporation &/or it's Employees have done,
is actively plan, authorize, commission & then perform multiple CRIMINAL
ACTS, which actively hindered on-going criminal investigations.

This is better known as "Perverting the course of Justice." The penalty if
convicted is a PRISON SENTENCE.

The entire staff of the News of the World should be sacked, with the
Company, the current & former staff & other persons responsible investigated,
charged & prosecuted. PERIOD.

Murdoch is closing the News of the World, in a desperate attempt to avoid
multiple criminal charges against News Corporation &/or it's current or former
Staff members. He will fail.

JM | Little Bay, NSW - July 08, 2011, 7:04AM

And yet again the British political establishment still seem afraid of Mr
Murdoch and are unable (or don't want to) blame him. Stop blaming the editor
guys - look at who owns the paper and whose 'expectations' led to them doing
this. The UK parliament should put him on notice of losing ALL his papers if
this investigation proves true.

Andy | Elwood - July 08, 2011, 7:00AM
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Pathetic.

News Ltd is only acting in this manner because of the greater risk they will
lose readers and consequently advertising across all of their publications in
this sector from this grossly immoral and indecent series of events.

This is brand protection and image control at its finest, not an act of humility
and respect.

Bob - July 08, 2011, 6:55AM

Integrity.....? news limited...... paper folded.....
Honesty....? Isn't journalism about research and interviewing people and
delivering the facts, not dealing like some rouge intelligence agency.
News of the World....You crossed the line, you pay the price.
Many observers will be glad with this outcome. People will not tolerate this
type of underhanded journalism where people's basic rights to privacy are
completely disregarded.

You are accountable | Melbourne - July 08, 2011, 6:47AM

Closing down Rag No1 is good for starters, better still, closing down his
Puppet Governments around the planet would send the Troppo Bloggosphere
into orbital oblivion.

Geronimo | Tepee Too - July 08, 2011, 6:39AM

Schadenfreude doesn't even come close to describing how I feel about all of
this. May the descent into hell of all  those on the dark side of this whole saga
continue.

I wonder if this is a 3rd generation thing. Sir Keith got it all  started with the
Herald and Weekly Times in Australia. Then Rupert turned the Adelaide
Advertiser into a multinational conglomerate. And now Lachlan has p1ssed a
stream of dollars up against the One-Tel and NRL walls while James, the
mini-me in charge of UK operations (and who was evacuated to the US some
time back when they all saw this coming), allegedly approved the payments to
the UK coppers and was in charge of the cover-up.

What is really funny is that Rupert said earlier this year that all the allegations
were false because he didn't know about any of it and it couldn't have
happened without his knowledge. So, since it is now on the public record that
the hacking, police payments etc did actually occur, it means either that
Murdoch was lying because it couldn't have happened without his knowledge,
or his UK companies, under the management of his son and Ms Brookes,
went rogue. Either way, the man looks like a fool.

The only politician in Australia to have called him for what he is, ie a
manipulative megalomaniac, is Bob Brown. Interestingly, the Australian said
the Greens needed to be destroyed. It seems that what ye sow, so shall ye
also reap.

B. Verbrooke | Fleet St - July 08, 2011, 6:46AM

What about the jobs of everyone at the paper who had nothing to do with
these scummy journalists? Has he just axed them all too?

Susie | St Leonards - July 08, 2011, 6:32AM

Well, that is a swift reaction. I've been following it here in the UK. Whatever
happens to the paper, I hope people do not conflate the responsibility and
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VIDEO News of the World to close
Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation will close its tabloid
News of the World as a result of an escalating phone
hacking scandal.

Murdoch scandal could hit TV bid
The fallout from Britain's phone-hacking scandal is threatening to reach
Australia, where Rupert Murdoch's Sky News is bidding to operate the nation's
$223 million overseas television service.

Show more comments

culpability of the paper with the responsibility and culpability of the individual
members. Hopefully all of Murdoch's business ventures - especially those
surrounding sky - fall to pieces.

deliberative - July 08, 2011, 6:36AM
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